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Abstract—Geographic location information can effectively improve the performance (e.g., in routing or intelligent coordination)
of large wireless networks. In this paper, we propose a novel selfconfigurable positioning technique for multihop wireless networks,
based on a Euclidean distance estimation model and a coordinates
establishment scheme. A number of nodes serve as the landmarks
to establish a coordinates system. Specifically, any pair of landmarks estimate their Euclidean distance according to the shortest
path length between them and establish the coordinates system by
minimizing an error objective function. Other nodes in the network
can accordingly contact the landmarks and determine their own
coordinates. The proposed technique is independent of the Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), and the established coordinates can be easily tuned to GNSS if at least one node in the network is equipped with GNSS receiver. Our simulation results show
that the proposed self-configurable positioning technique is highly
fault-tolerable to measurement inaccuracy and can effectively establish the coordinates for multihop wireless networks. More landmarks yield more accurate results. With the rectification of our
Euclidean distance estimation model, four to seven landmarks are
usually sufficient to meet the accuracy requirement in a network
with hundreds of nodes. The computing time for coordinates establishment is in the order of milliseconds for a GHz CPU, acceptable
for most applications in the mobile ad hoc networks as well as the
sensor networks.
Index Terms—GPS-free, positioning techniques, self-configurable, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE packet switching wireless networks are experiencing
tremendous growth with the advances in integrated circuits and radio technologies. Due to limited bandwidth and
error-prone channels compared with their wired counterparts,
however, the wireless networks face several major challenges
in the protocol design in various layers. Extensive studies have
shown that the geographic location information of wireless
nodes can effectively improve the performance of large wireless
networks. For example, several location based routing protocols
(such as [1], [2], [3]) have been proposed for mobile ad hoc
networks [4], [5] to reduce routing overhead and to improve
system throughput. Additionally, it is crucial for the nodes in
large-scale sensor networks to locate themselves for intelligent
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coordination, data collection, and energy-efficient routing (see
[6] and [7] for examples).
A number of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs),
such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), the GLObal
NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS), and the upcoming
Galileo system, as well as several terrestrial-based systems
such as the Signpost Navigation System and the Cellular
Geolocation System, have evolved over the years to provide
location information for outdoor mobile users [8]–[10]. On
the other hand, several indoor positioning systems [11], [12]
have been developed recently to provide location information
in places where the signals from satellite (or other outdoor
systems) are not available. All of these systems rely on existing infrastructure (e.g., satellites, cellular base stations, or
pre-deployed anchor nodes) and normally need special user
hardware. For example, the GPS system requires each user
to equip with a GPS receiver, which may not be available
(or affordable) by all nodes in a wireless network. Moreover,
the GPS reception might be obstructed by buildings (e.g., for
indoor sensor networks) or climate conditions. In fact, global
positioning information is certainly desirable but not necessary
for all nodes, in order to effectively assist the communication
in a multihop self-configurable wireless network. For instance,
a relative local coordinates system agreed by all nodes in the
network will provide sufficient information to support location
based routing protocols.
The objective of this paper is to establish a local positioning
system within a wireless network with the following features:
• self-configurability: the local positioning system should
work based on the coordination of the nodes inside the
wireless network, without any assistance from other infrastructure;
• independence: the local positioning system should be independent of other global positioning systems. Based on
the local coordinates, however, the wireless nodes can also
tune to the global coordinates if there is at least one node
in the network equipped with the GNSS receiver;
• robustness: the positioning technique should tolerate possible measurement inaccuracy, e.g., in the estimation of
distance between adjacent nodes (within the transmission
range of each other) that is usually needed to calculate the
coordinates;
• high accuracy: the system should provide location information that is accurate enough to support target applications (e.g., location-based routing in sensor networks or
mobile ad hoc networks).
We propose a self-configurable positioning technique that
is built upon two models. First, for a given node distribution
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(e.g., a uniform distribution), the Euclidean distance between
two nodes (usually multiple hops away) is estimated according
to the length of the shortest path obtained by sending a control
packet. Second, a number of stable nodes are selected to serve
as landmarks. Every landmark estimates its distance to other
landmarks and exchanges obtained distance information with
each other. Once a landmark has accumulated a full set of
distances between any two landmarks in the network, it may
start establishing the coordinates system. More specifically,
the landmarks calculate the coordinates by minimizing an
error objective function, which signifies the errors between
the actual distance and the distance in the established coordinates system. Other nodes in the network calculate their
coordinates by similarly minimizing the error in the distances
to the landmarks. Our simulation results have shown that the
proposed self-configurable positioning technique can tolerate
20% (or higher) measurement inaccuracy, effectively providing
location information for the nodes in a wireless network. While
the coordinates error decreases with more landmarks, four to
seven landmarks are usually sufficient to meet the accuracy
requirement for a network with hundreds of nodes. The computing time for coordinates establishment is in the order of
milliseconds in our simulation (where a 2.66 GHz processor
is used), acceptable for most applications in mobile ad hoc
networks and wireless sensor networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses background and related work. Section III introduces the
proposed self-configurable positioning technique. Simulation
results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes
the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Received Signal Power (RSS) and Time-of-Arrival (ToA) are
two basic approaches for estimating the distance between adjacent nodes that are within the transmission range of each other.
RSS measures the power of the signal at the receiver and calculates the distance according to the propagation loss model. ToA
measures the propagation time of the received signal and determines the distance by multiplying it with the speed of light.
Multiple measurements can be averaged to obtain more accurate results. In general, RSS is easier to implement, while ToA
may achieve higher accuracy. In the following discussion, we
assume either of them is used to provide the estimated distance
(possibly with a certain error) between two neighboring nodes.
A number of positioning systems have been proposed recently for multihop wireless networks. Ref. [13] introduces a
GPS-free positioning system for mobile ad hoc networks. A
node measures the one-hop distance to its neighbors and exchanges distance information with each other such that every
node knows its two-hop neighbors and the distances. Based on
this information, each node establishes the local coordinates
with itself as the origin. Then, these local coordinates are tuned
and merged to become the coordinates of the entire system. This
approach needs neither GPS information nor any infrastructure
support other than the nodes in the ad hoc network. However, it
has three major drawbacks. First, each node needs at least three

neighbors to establish the local coordinates. Second, the inaccurate one-hop distance estimation may result in significant errors or even a failure in establishing the local coordinates. Third,
merging the local coordinates is complex. Another GPS free
positioning system has been proposed in [14]. It utilizes connectivity information and establishes the coordinates system by
using a dimensional scaling algorithm. Its major drawbacks are
the high computing complexity (not scalable) and low accuracy.
Refs. [13] and [14] are the only existing positioning schemes
that do not require any GPS-aware nodes. There are several
other proposals that need a subset of nodes equipped with GPS
receivers (or that use other global positioning systems). In [7],
the authors present a GPS-less low cost localization approach
for very small devices. The basic idea is to deploy a number of
fixed reference points with overlapping regions covering the network. The reference points are equipped with GPS receivers and
send out beacons periodically. A node in the network estimates
its coordinates based on the received beacons and the coordinates of the reference points. Similarly, [15] presents a localization algorithm that calculates the location of a node based on the
locations of several immediate neighboring beacons nodes.
A recursive position estimation approach that requires fewer
reference nodes is proposed in [16] for sensor networks. A node
that is close to at least three reference points estimates its position through nonlinear regression. After the node obtains a reasonable position estimate, it may serve as a new reference point.
This process can be applied recursively until all nodes in the network have obtained their coordinates. While the recursive approach saves on hardware cost, it sacrifices accuracy, especially
for the node far away from the original reference points.
Ref. [17] proposes a convex position estimation system for
wireless sensor networks. A number of nodes have known positions, while the positions of other nodes are unknown. The
connectivity of the network is represented by a set of convex
position constraints and a linear programming model is used to
obtain the coordinates of those unknown nodes. The main drawback of this approach is the high computation complexity involved in solving the linear program problem. Similarly, [18] is
another connectivity-based approach, where the reference nodes
are used to confine the possible locations of the unknown nodes.
Ref. [19] proposes an ad hoc positioning system (APS),
where a number (at least three) of landmarks with GPS receivers are assumed to be available. The ad hoc nodes estimate
the distances to these landmarks (that may be multiple hops
away) according to the number of hops or the route distance
obtained by a distance vector algorithm. Then, the node coordinates can be calculated using the triangulation approach.
In [20], a similar approach is employed to estimate the coordinates, which are then iteratively refined for improving the
accuracy.
In [21], a localization scheme is proposed for wireless sensor
networks based on the angle of arrival (AoA) technique. A set
of reference points with known coordinates are deployed. The
reference points transmit high power signals to cover the entire
network area. The sensor nodes receive the signals from at least
three reference points and determine their coordinates by triangulation according to the angle bearings of the incoming signals.
In APS-AoA [22], the AoA technique is applied in the ad hoc
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network without reference points that transmit high power signals. The nodes collect the angle information from neighbors
and derive coordinates by using angle-based triangulation.
Clearly, none of the above related work meets all of our design objectives discussed in Section I. Specifically, [13] is not
robust; [14] is computationally complex and potentially inaccurate; while [7] and [15]–[21] are not completely self-configurable and still depend on GNSS systems.

III. PROPOSED SELF-CONFIGURABLE POSITIONING TECHNIQUE
The basic idea of our proposed self-configurable positioning
technique is to select a number of nodes serving as the landmarks, which can exchange information and establish a coordinate system by themselves without the support of GNSS. The
other nodes (called regular nodes, hereafter) in the network can
accordingly contact the landmarks and compute their own coordinates. In this section, we first introduce a Euclidean distance estimation model that serves as the basic element of the
proposed positioning technique. Then, we present the proposed
coordinates calculation scheme and the landmark selection algorithm. Finally, we discuss the application of the proposed
positioning technique in heterogeneous wireless networks. For
simplicity, we illustrate the proposed approach in a two-dimensional space, while it can be readily applied to three dimensions
as well.
A. Euclidean Distance Estimation
In order to establish the coordinates system, it is crucial to
have an accurate estimation of the distance between two landmarks or between a regular node and a landmark. If two nodes
are within the transmission range of each other, RSS, ToA, or
TDoA (Time Difference of Arrival, a variation of ToA) can be
used to estimate their distance [15]. When the two nodes are not
adjacent, however, the distance estimation becomes nontrivial.
In this research, we propose a simple and effective scheme
to estimate the distance between two remote nodes. The basic
idea of the proposed model is to reveal the correlation of the
Euclidean distance and the corresponding shortest path length
between two nodes in the network. Based on such a model, a
node
can estimate the Euclidean distance to another node
by sending a control packet and finding the length of the
shortest path to .
We assume that the node distribution of the wireless network
is known. A uniform distribution is adopted in the following discussion, because it well approximates most applications (e.g., a
sensor network consisting of randomly distributed sensors, or
an ad hoc network with randomly situated mobile users). When
the node distribution is not uniform, the Euclidean distance estimation model will still be effective with minor modifications
(as will be discussed later).
Without loss of generality, we consider two nodes, and
[as shown in Fig. 1(a)], in a network (or a part of a network)
consisting of nodes uniformly distributed in a 1 1 area. The
Euclidean distance between and is . To facilitate our discussion, we assume arbitrary coordinates, with located at (0,

2

Fig. 1. Euclidean distance estimation model. The nodes (denoted by “ ”) are
for illustration only, and they may be located anywhere in a real system.

0) and at
.1 The transmission range of a node in the net.
work is
For analytic tractability, we show the correlation between the
Euclidean distance and the shortest path length by finding the
length of the short path , for the given Euclidean distance
between and . Since the nodes are uniformly distributed,
nodes within ’s transthere are in average a set of
mission range. The distance between node and a node (with
) in is given by
coordinates
(1)
where
tion

and

are random variables with a uniform distribu-

(2)
Accordingly, we can derive the density function of
(3)
In order to emulate the shortest path algorithm, we assume
a node , which is within the transmission range of and has
the shortest Euclidean distance to , is selected as the next hop
along the shortest path. Since the distance between node and
node is the shortest, we have
(4)
Consequently, we can derive the density function of
(5)
1Note that these coordinates are used to facilitate our discussion of the Euclidean distance estimation model only. It has no relationship to the coordinates
system to be discussed in Section III-B.
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and obtain its mean value
(6)
where

is the cumulative probability distribution of
(7)

To derive the coordinates of node , we draw an arc
with node
as the center and
as the radius [see
and
are
and
Fig. 1(a)]. The coordinates of
, where
(8)
(9)
Fig. 2. Euclidean distance versus the shortest path length under r

Assuming node is uniformly distributed along
(or
),
we may obtain the mean length of the first hop along the shortest
path from to

(10)
where EllipticE is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second
kind, which is defined as
(11)
(12)
Recursively applying the above method, we can obtain
the length of the remaining hops along the shortest path.
More specifically, we establish new coordinates [as shown in
Fig. 1(b)], where locates at (0, 0) and locates at
.
Thus, the mean length of the second hop
can be simin (1)–(12). This
ilarly calculated by replacing with
[e.g.,
procedure is repeated until the remaining distance to
in Fig. 1(b)] is not longer than . The total length of a
shortest path with hops is
(13)
where can be obtained through (1)–(12) if
, or otherwise if it is the last hop, equals to the remaining distance to
.
The above model reveals the correlation between the Euclidean distance and the shortest path length for any given node
values
density. For example, the results for three different
are shown in Fig. 2. As we can see, the shortest path length becomes closer to the Euclidean distance with the increase of .
This is expected because the shortest path is almost a straight
line when node density is very high. The calculation to obtain
such a figure can be done either off-line by a central controller

= 0:25.

or in a distributed manner by each node. In addition, when
the node distribution is not uniform, the Euclidean distance
estimation model can still be effective by replacing (2) with a
new density function and deriving (3)–(6) accordingly.
When a node needs the Euclidean distance to another node
, it sends to a control packet that includes a route length
field with an initial value of zero. When an intermediate node
receives the control packet, it adds the one-hop distance (i.e., the
distance between itself and the previous node, which is obtained
via either RSS or ToA) to the route length field. We assume the
control packets follow the shortest path from one node to another node.2 Upon receiving the control packet, node sends
it back to node immediately. After node receives the return control packet, it reads the route length field and divides
the value by two to get the shortest path length. Accordingly,
the Euclidean distance between and can be determined by
looking up Fig. 2.
B. Coordinates System Establishment
The coordinate system is established in two steps. First, similar to [23] that is used for Internet distance prediction in a wired
network, the landmarks determine their coordinates themselves
by exchanging information between each other and minimizing
an error objective function. Then, other regular nodes calculate
their own coordinates according to the landmarks.
1) Landmarks: A number of (at least three) nodes in a multihop wireless network are selected to be landmarks. The algorithm for landmark selection will be discussed separately in Section III-C.
After the landmarks have been identified, each of them sends
a control packet to every one of all other landmarks in order

2In dynamic routing, the node may receive multiple replies and choose the
one along the shortest path. In addition, each node may send several control
packets separated by random time intervals, and choose the one that travels the
shortest distance, in order to address the problem of possible packet loss along
the shortest path.
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to learn the Euclidean distance, as we have discussed in Section III-A. Once a landmark (e.g., landmark ) has obtained a
set of distances to all other landmarks, i.e.,
, it sends
to other landmarks in the network. After a landmark has accumulated a full set of , i.e.,
, it has the distance between any two
landmarks in the network. Thus any landmark may calculate the
coordinates using the following method. Without loss of generality, we assume the landmark with the lowest identification (ID)
number (e.g., IP address) will perform the calculation.
Our objective is to establish the coordinates that minimize
the sum of the errors of the distances between any two landmarks. In other words, assuming the coordinates of a landmark
is
, then the distance between two landmarks and in
the established coordinates system is
(14)
Fig. 3.

and the error function is defined to be
(15)
A Simplex method [24] (which is also adopted in [23]) is used to
minimize the error function and give the coordinates for each
landmark. The Simplex method is a linear fitting procedure for
function minimization. It uses linear adjustment of the parame)
ters (in our case, the coordinates variables
until some convergence criterion is met (i.e., becomes lower
than a threshold). For example, in a network with four land, and [as shown in Fig. 3(a)]
marks

where
can be learned through the Euclidean distance estimation model and
is expressed by the coordinates variables,
i.e.,
where could be
, and , following (14).
The Simplex method is then used to determine the coordinates
variables such that is minimized. The Simplex has been implemented in many softwares. Our simulation (to be discussed
in Section IV) adopts the Simplex module available in Matlab
[25] to minimize the error objective function.
Note that, there are an infinite number of solutions, since the
coordinates can be rotated or translated as long as their distances
do not change. Without loss of generality, we determine the coordinates conveniently in our implementation as follows (with
further discussion given in Section IV). The landmark that performs the above calculation (i.e., the one with the lowest ID) sets
(0, 0) to be its own coordinates. The landmark with the second
where
lowest ID is assumed to have coordinates
(i.e., on -axis), while the landmark with the third lowest ID is
assumed to have a negative value. After having been determined, the coordinates are sent to all landmarks in the network.

Coordinates system establishment. (a) Landmarks. (b) Regular nodes.

2) Regular Nodes: Theoretically, all nodes in a network can
be chosen as landmarks, with their coordinates determined in a
way as discussed in Section III-B1. This approach, however, is
not scalable, because the computing complexity increases exponentially with the number of landmarks. Hence, only a limited
number of nodes may serve as landmarks, while other regular
nodes learn the coordinates according to them.
In order to calculate its coordinates, a node needs to know
the coordinates of, and its distances to, the landmarks. There
are two approaches to obtain such information. In the on-demand approach, when a node [e.g., node in Fig. 3(b)] needs
its coordinates, it sends a control packet to each of the landmarks. The control packet is initially broadcasted over the network if node does not know the IDs of the landmarks. The subsequential requests (e.g., when updated coordinates are needed
due to the node’s mobility) are sent via unicast or multicast
in order to reduce the control overhead. Similar to that discussed in Section III-B1, the control packet includes a route
length field to allow node to find the shortest path lengths
and accordingly the Euclidean distances to the landmarks, i.e.,
. In addition, when a landmark sends
the control packet back to node , its coordinates are attached so
that node can obtain a set of coordinates of all landmarks. Alternatively, in the pro-active approach, the landmarks can periodically broadcast control packets that include their coordinates
to all nodes in the networks.
After obtaining the coordinates of, and the distance to, all
landmarks, node calculates its coordinates by minimizing
an error objective function similar to that introduced in Section III-B1. More specifically, assuming the coordinates of node
is
, then the distance between node and a landmark
in the established coordinates system is
(16)
and the error function is defined to be
(17)
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Again, the Simplex method can be used to minimize the error
).
function and determine the coordinates
After calculating its coordinates, node may label itself as
a “semi-landmark” and respond to the requests of other regular
nodes, in order to reduce communication overhead and quicken
coordinates establishment. Note that, however, only very stable
nodes shall be labeled as semi-landmarks to minimize the possible errors. On the other hand, other regular nodes may decide whether or not to use the information obtained from the
semi-landmarks, according to their requirements on delay, accuracy, and/or computational complexity.
C. Selection of Landmarks
The selection of landmarks is a crucial design issue of the
proposed self-configurable positioning technique. In this subsection, we discuss this issue in two parts: 1) How many nodes
should be selected to serve as landmarks? and 2) Which nodes
(in terms of, e.g., nodal location, computing power, stability,
etc.) shall be selected?
1) Number of Landmarks: The more the landmarks, the
higher the accuracy of the established coordinates system, because the measurement errors can be more effectively smoothed
out by minimizing the error objective function. It is, however,
not practical to employ a large number of landmarks since
the computational complexity of establishing the coordinates
system (e.g., the procedure to determine the coordinates of
the landmarks) increases exponentially with the number of
landmarks. In this work, we study the tradeoff between the
accuracy and the complexity, and develop a distributed and
flexible landmark selection scheme.
To minimize the computational complexity, the system always starts with (a small constant) landmarks. Extensive simulations have been carried out to study the impact of on the
accuracy of the coordinates system. Our results (as to be discussed in Section IV) show that the typical values of may vary
from four to seven depending on the required accuracy. After a
regular node calculates its coordinates, it may announce itself as
a “semi-landmark” if it is stable and computationally powerful.
As a result, there are landmarks and semi-landmarks in the
network, which are usually sufficient (or even more than sufficient) for highly accurate coordinates calculation. Since different regular nodes may have different accuracy requirement
and computing power, it is up to the individual regular nodes to
decide on how many landmarks and/or semi-landmarks to use
for coordinates calculation. For example, if there are only four
landmarks in the network, but a regular node needs coordinates
with an average error (to be discussed later in Section IV) lower
than 0.006, then three additional semi-landmarks may be used
for coordinates calculation (according to our simulation results
shown in Fig. 29).
2) Locations of Landmarks: In order to study the impact of
landmarks’ locations on the accuracy of coordinates calculanodes
tion, we consider four landmarks in a network with
uniformly distributed in a 1 1 area. For simplicity, we assume
that the four landmarks locate at the vertices of a square which
and has an edge of . We vary the values
is centered at
and
to change the locations of the landmarks,
of
and analyze the errors of coordinates calculation of the entire

Fig. 4.

G = 0:5.

Fig. 5.

G = 0:7.

Fig. 6.

G = 0:9.

network, which is defined as the total errors of all regular nodes
, where is the error of a node as shown in (17)).
(i.e.,
Assume the average single hop distance estimation error is
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separated as far as possible, i.e., they should locate at the corners of the network. This is reasonable because the farther the
landmarks, the longer the average path length from the regular
nodes to the landmarks, thus decreasing the path error [as shown
in (18)] and improving the accuracy of coordinates calculation.
In order to select a number of (e.g., ) landmarks, we develop
an algorithm to determine corner nodes of the network. Initially any node is a candidate of landmark if its stability and
computing power are higher than a predefined threshold. We
define a set , which includes all landmark candidates. Each
candidate node discovers the shortest path to all other candidate
nodes in the network. We define a variable , called candidacy
degree, for node
(19)
Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

N = 100.

where
is the length of the shortest path from to , if node
is in set ; or otherwise,
is taken as an infinite value.
is most probably loA node with the highest value of
cated at the center of network, and thus should be removed from
first. Then the candidacy degree of all other nodes will be uprelated to the eliminated candidate node is
dated since all
changed to infinity. This procedure is repeated until has the
last nodes left, which are chosen as landmarks. The proposed
landmark selection scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.

N = 10.

. If the shortest path between two nodes includes hops, the
average error of the estimated distance of the entire path is
(18)
will in turn affect
in (17) and the accuracy of coordinates
calculation.
Our experimental results are shown in Figs. 4–6. For a given
,
value of , we observe the maximum error when
i.e., when the square with four landmarks as vertices is at the
center of the network. The error decreases as the landmarks
deviate from the center, and reaches minimum as they are located at the “corners” of the network. With the increase of ,
the square is stretched, and the locations of landmarks become
closer to the boundary of the network. As can be seen, the errors decrease significantly with the increase of . We have carried out similar experiments by varying the network size and
the number of landmarks, and observed similar tread in all scenarios. As a result, we conclude that the landmarks should be

Algorithm 1 Landmark Selection
.
do
for
if node has required stability and computing power then
.
end if
end for
do
for
for all
do
.
end for
(
and
).
Search for node , with
.
, for
.
end for
Our simulation shows that the proposed landmark selection
algorithm can effectively determine the corner nodes in a network. For example, Fig. 7 illustrates the result of the algorithm
when it is applied to a network with 100 nodes randomly distributed in a 1 1 area. The nodes marked with small triangles
are the four landmarks determined by this algorithm. As we
can see, they locate largely at the corners of the network, except that node 83 seems a better choice than the one selected at
the lower-left corner. This deviation is reasonable because the
shortest path instead of the direct Euclidean distance is used in
our algorithm in order to reduce the complexity. The proposed
landmark selection algorithm also works well in a sparse network, e.g., with only 10 nodes in a 1 1 area, as shown in Fig. 8.
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D. Further Discussion: Application in Heterogeneous Wireless
Networks
While we have assumed a homogeneous wireless network in
our discussion so far, the proposed self-configurable positioning
technique can be readily applied to heterogeneous wireless networks, such as the Intel heterogeneous sensor network where
an IEEE 802.11 mesh network comprised of high-end nodes
is overlaid on a wireless sensor network in order to improve
system throughput and scalability [26]. In such heterogeneous
wireless networks, the high-end nodes (or a subset of them) with
sufficient computing power, battery power, and wireless signal
transmission power, can naturally serve as landmarks in the coordinates system. Since the landmarks can transmit high power
signals for a long range, a regular node can usually receive signals from the landmarks directly instead of through multiple
hops, thus reducing the control overhead. Moreover, the heterogeneous structure can avoid landmarks to become single point
of failure and performance bottleneck (due to, e.g., traffic congestion, high computational load, and power consumption).
IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
We have done extensive simulations in Matlab [25] to evaluate the performance of the proposed self-configurable positioning technique. In particular, we study the impact of several parameters of interest, such as node density, one-hop distance measurement inaccuracy, the number of landmarks, and
node mobility, which may dictate the accuracy, robustness, and
overhead of the positioning technique. We assume a number
to
) of nodes uniformly distributed in a 1 1 unit
(
area. Each node has a transmission range of
unit and
thus has an average of about 10 to 80 neighbors, which are the
typical node densities in mobile ad hoc networks and/or sensor
networks [4]–[6]. The landmarks are selected according to the
algorithm proposed in Section III-C.
A. Node Density
Since the Euclidean distance is estimated based on a statistical model, more nodes in a network give rise to more accurate
results, consequently enhancing the accuracy of the coordinates
system.
1) Euclidean Distance Estimation: Fig. 9(a)–(c) shows the
Euclidean distance estimation error in the networks with different node density. In general, the proposed Euclidean distance
estimation model yields results that match the simulation results very well. With an increase in node densities, the error
decreases. When reaches 100 the error becomes very small;
, the error is negligible. The accurate Euclidean
for
distance estimation can effectively support the coordinates establishment and reduce the number of landmarks needed (as to
be discussed later in this section).
2) Coordinates System: We simulate networks with
nodes that are depicted by the dots in Figs. 10–12. Four nodes
(the dots connected by lines in the figures) are selected as landmarks. As we have discussed in Section III-B, the landmark
with the lowest ID performs the calculation and sets (0, 0) as
its own coordinates. The landmark with the second lowest ID is
assumed on the -axis, and the landmark with the third lowest

ID is assumed to have a negative value. Additional 30 nodes
in a triangle shape (see the figures) are considered as reference
points to facilitate our studies on coordinates accuracy and
to clearly show any distortion of the established coordinates
system. The stars (“ ”) represent the “real” coordinates of the
reference points (e.g., according to GPS), while the small circles (“o”) stand for their positions in the established coordinates
system.
Fig. 10(a)–(c) shows the established coordinates systems for
, and
nodes, respectively.
the networks with
As can be seen, the graph corresponding to the established coordinates system (i.e., the triangle consisting of “o”) has a similar shape as the graph corresponding to the “real” coordinates
system (i.e., the triangle consisting of “ ”). When the node density is low, e.g., when equals 50, an obvious distortion is observed in the established coordinates system, which may or may
not be acceptable in a given application. With an increase of
node density, the degree of distortion lessens. In particular, the
.
two triangles are almost identical when
In order to make better comparison, we rotate and translate
the established coordinates system so that the center of the
quadrilateral with four landmarks as vertices has the same
coordinates in both the “real” coordinates system and the established coordinates system. We call this coordinates translation
center match. The outcomes of center match are shown in
and a
Fig. 11(a)–(c), where clear deviation exists for
perfect match results when equals 400.
To quantify the coordinates errors, we define the average coordinates error:
(20)
are the “real” coordinates of node and
where
are the established coordinates after center match translation.
As shown in Fig. 13, the coordinates error decreases with an
, the average error is
increase in node density. When
no more than 0.03 units. When
, the average error
converges to less than 0.01 units, which is acceptable in most
ad hoc or sensor network applications [4]–[6].
In addition, if one node in the network is equipped with a GPS
receiver, it can send to other nodes a packet that includes both its
“real” (i.e., GPS) coordinates and the established coordinates.
Upon receiving this packet, the nodes without GPS receivers can
tune to the GPS coordinates accordingly. Fig. 12(a)–(c) shows
the coordinates after GPS tuning, assuming one landmark has
the GPS receiver. Note that the result of GPS tuning is not the
same as that of center match translation, although the difference
is usually insignificant. When additional GPS-aware nodes are
available, their information can be used for rectification and to
further improve the accuracy.
B. One-Hop Measurement Error
Neither RSS nor ToA provides absolutely accurate distance
between two adjacent nodes. In fact, the primary cause of errors
involved in our implementation is the inaccuracy of one-hop
distance measurements. Such inaccuracy results in Euclidean
distance estimation between two nodes deviated from their
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Fig. 9.

Euclidean distance. (a)

Fig. 10.

No translation. (a)

Fig. 11.

Center match. (a)

Fig. 12.

GPS tuning. (a)

N = 50. (b) N = 100. (c) N = 400.

N = 50. (b) N = 100. (c) N = 400.

N = 50. (b) N = 100. (c) N = 400.

N = 50. (b) N = 100. (c) N = 400.
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when is as high as 40%, the average coordinates error is still
. In addition, the proposed positioning
less than about
technique exhibits small variance throughout the range of
examined, signifying its stability and consistence.
Different applications have different accuracy requirements.
For example, in location-aided routing, the source sends the
packets in a direction (i.e., in a corn) toward the destination,
where the exact node position is usually not necessary. On the
other hand, some sensor applications need more precise location information to enable effective data collection. Since the
proposed positioning technique is generally applicable to any
multihop wireless networks, different applications may choose
appropriate hardware/software to provide the one-hop distance
that meets the required accuracy.
C. The Number of Landmarks
Fig. 13.

Coordinates error versus node density.

Fig. 14.

Coordinates error versus one-hop measurement inaccuracy.

Fig. 16 shows the effect of the number of landmarks on the
performance of the positioning technique. With more landmarks, the Simplex method considers more constraints (i.e.,
more number of distances between the landmarks or between
the regular nodes and the landmarks), thus improving the
accuracy. At the same time, however, more landmarks result
in significantly increased computing time. As we can see in
decreases with the increase of
Fig. 16, the coordinates error
the landmarks, and becomes converged after 5 landmarks have
been deployed. In the network with lower node density (e.g.,
), the number of landmarks has a stronger impact
on . When the node density is high,
is small even with
only three landmarks. In regular ad hoc networks and sensor
networks that consist of hundreds of nodes, the proposed positioning technique can usually yield results acceptable by most
applications with four to seven landmarks. Nevertheless, more
landmarks or semi-landmarks can be deployed to compensate for the inaccuracy introduced by one-hop measurements,
helping to achieve the required accuracy level.
D. Control Overhead

actual distance, thus degrading the coordinates accuracy and
swaying the robustness of the proposed positioning technique.
In this subsection, we assume that the measurement error at each
(%), and study the
hop is uniformly distributed between
fault-tolerance of the self-configurable positioning technique.
Fig. 15 shows the established coordinates systems with
different one-hop distance measurement errors. As expected,
the degree of distortion of the established coordinates becomes
more and more pronounced with the increase of . When
%, the distortion degree is so large that the established
coordinates are quite different from the “real” coordinates.
These results, however, may still be useful to identify the rough
direction of a node. Fig. 14 illustrates the relative average
coordinates error and variance (as a fraction of ) versus the
inaccuracy of one-hop distance measurements. is 100. When
%, the average coordinates error
measurement inaccuracy
is less than
. Apparently, increases with . But even

In this subsection, we evaluate the control overhead resulted
from the proposed self-configurable positioning technique. The
overhead for initial landmark discovery is relatively high because flooding is used to locate the landmarks. However, since
it happens only during system initialization and has not lasting
impact on the system, we ignore the overhead in the initial stage
and focus on the overhead for coordinates update only. In order
to update the coordinates, a regular node sends a control packet
to all landmarks and receives their replies as we have discussed
in Section III. In a multihop network, the control packets are
forwarded by the intermediate nodes. We measure the average
number of control packets transmitted in the network for each
coordinates update. The results are illustrated in Fig. 17. As we
can see, the total control overhead increases with the number of
nodes. But note that, the average number of control packets carried by each node is very low (less than 0.4). In fact, since the
average number of intermediate nodes along the path between a
regular node and a landmark is proportional to node density, the
, while the average
total control overhead is proportional to
.
number of control packets is proportional to
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Fig. 15.

N = 100. (a)  = 2%. (b)  = 5%. (c)  = 10%. (d)  = 20%. (e)  = 30%. (f)  = 40%.

Fig. 16.

Coordinates error versus the number of landmarks.

E. Node Mobility
The delay in establishing the coordinates system is short. It
includes the transmission delay of the control packets for Euclidean distance estimation and the time for some local computation involved in the Simplex method. The former depends on
the networks size and is usually in the order of milliseconds. The
latter is determined by the number of landmarks. For example,
in our simulation running on a 2.66 GHz Pentium IV processor,
the computational delay of the Simplex method is summarized
in Table I. In order to establish the coordinates of the landmarks,
the Simplex method minimizes the sum of the error of the distance between any two landmarks. Thus, the computing time in. But
creases exponentially with the number of landmarks

Fig. 17.
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Average control overhead.

TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL TIME INVOLVED IN THE SIMPLEX METHOD FOR THE
COORDINATES ESTABLISHMENT OF LANDMARKS AND REGULAR
NODES (MILLISECONDS)

note that, the computing time does not exceed 900 ms even with
eight landmarks, and moreover, it occurs only during the system
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initialization. In contrast to the landmark coordinates establishment, where pairs of coordinates variables, i.e.,
, need to be adjusted in the Simplex method, the computing time for the coordinates of a regular node (with only two
coordinates variables) is much shorter (around 10 ms) and increases linearly with the number of landmarks. Hence, the node
mobility (with a moderate moving speed) has no significant affect on the coordinates determination of the regular nodes, because the computation can be finished before the node’s position
has a significant change, except more frequent calculation may
be needed to obtain the up-to-date location information. Thus,
the results are omitted here.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a self-configurable positioning technique
for multihop wireless networks. A number of nodes at the
“corners” of the network serve as landmarks for estimating
the distances by a Euclidean distance estimation model and
establishing the coordinates themselves by minimizing an error
objective function. Other nodes calculate their coordinates according to the landmarks. The proposed positioning technique
is self-configurable and independent of global position information. Extensive simulations have been carried out to evaluate
its performance in terms of accuracy, robustness, and overhead.
Our results indicate that the coordinates error is determined
by node density, one-hop distance measurement inaccuracy,
and the number of landmarks. With a node density of ten
neighbors per node, the proposed self-configurable positioning
technique yields useful results, despite with noticeable errors.
When node density is high and one-hop distance measurement
inaccuracy is low, the established coordinates are quite accurate. The proposed positioning technique has exhibited high
fault-tolerance and can obtain useful results even with 20%
or more measurement inaccuracy. More landmarks result in a
better positioning system, but at the same time, the computing
complexity increases accordingly. Acceptable results can usually be obtained using four to seven landmarks, depending on
the accuracy requirement. The computing time for coordinates
establishment is in the order of milliseconds, capable for most
applications in the mobile ad hoc networks as well as the
sensor networks. In our future work, we plan to implement the
proposed positioning technique in a wireless network testbed
and study its performance with real measurements.
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